Voluntary Positions: Executive Editors and Social Media Talent
The Dutch Anthropological Association (ABv) supports the interests of all anthropologists living,
working or studying in the Netherlands. Our platform, Antropologen.nl, is fully coordinated by the
Web Editorial Team: from content creation to webdesign.

The ABv Web Editorial Team is looking for two new executive editors! It’s a voluntary position (max.
4h/week) in a small but ambitious team of anthropologists.
Position description
Do you want to be part of our Web Editorial Team? Do you want to work towards the ABv’s goal of
reaching all of those interested in anthropology in the Netherlands with articles, jobs, events,
information and more?
As executive editor you will be editing, summarizing and formulating introductions of articles for our
website. You will make sure articles and other content are perfected before you post them on the
platform and make them public via our social media channels.
Do you like helping others perfect their work? Can you find grammatical and textual errors that most
people tend to overlook, and provide serious but constructive feedback?
Please contact us by sending an e-mail to: webredactie@antropologen.nl

The ABv Web Editorial Team is looking for social media talent! It’s a voluntary position (max.
4h/week) in a small ambitious team of anthropologists.
Would you call yourself a bit of a social media expert? And are you up to speed on current new
usabilities of social media? And would you like to be part of our web editorial team and assist in the
ABv goal: reaching all working, studying anthropologist and those who are interested in anthropology
with stunning stories, articles and news items? Than we would like to get to know you!
As our social media talent you will be in charge of putting the ABv in the picture on all our social
media channels (Instagram and Facebook for sure). You would need to be able to react swiftly, and
share our content/posts with a creative twist via social media with our followers. Your Ultimate Goal
would be to make the social media channels of the ABv a big inspiration for Dutch and international
anthropologiss.
What do you have?







Experience with social media (at least facebook, Instagram. We are open to less experienced
people but quick studies)
A passionate interest in all things interested for anthropologists
Creative mind
Affinity with photography and video
Strong communication skills, enthusiastic and outgoing
Curious about developments within social media channels

If you see yourself in at least four characteristics, and you want to join our team, we would like to get
to know you!
Tell us your story/motivation via InstaStory or via a personal videomessage on FacebookMessage.

